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OptiFill is our flagship prescription processing
workflow solution — delivering accuracy and efficiency
while virtually eliminating the potential for costly
fulfillment errors in critical specialty operations.

At ARxIUM, we know that specialty pharmacies are focused on high-touch, high-cost medications
required to treat patients with complex and/or chronic disease states. We also know that many of these
medications have unique storage, processing and handling requirements, making them even more costly
than standard formulary items. All of this results in significant financial impacts and, more importantly,
potentially serious ramifications for patients should any prescription processing errors occur.
Prescription Processing Systems (PPS)
The PPS software suite combines highly
configurable workflow software with
optional automation and conveyors,
and includes multiple levels of barcode
validation to ensure that each specialty
patient receives an accurate and
complete medication order that was
dispensed, inspected and packaged
for shipment according to the proper
handling protocols. Superior safety,
performance, and configuration have
driven leading specialty pharmacy
providers to select OptiFill as the solution
of choice for their fulfillment operations.
Guided Workflow with Barcode Validation
Multiple levels of checks and balances are
built into the OptiFill fulfillment process,
virtually eliminating the potential for human
error at any step. Any key fulfillment step
involving a human action can be linked to a
successfully barcode scan.

Specialized Handling Requirements Flags
The PPS software can receive messages
via the host system interface that
designates special requirements, like cold
packs. PPS can even require scanning a
barcode on cold packs to validate that it
is included with the shipment.
Paperwork Management
PPS can facilitate the paperwork for
order printing, including FDA MedGuides,
patient instruction guides, etc. Barcodes
can be printed on paperwork packets
to validate that they were printed and
included in the patient’s order.
Data Tracking and Reporting
Lot and expiration data for all formulary
items can be tracked and reported
through the system.
Shipping Interfaces
PPS can facilitate information exchange with
manifest and shipping programs, including
those used by the most common carriers.
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We are confident that OptiFill will give you the tools you need to be assured your specialty pharmacy
operation is running smoothly and efficiently. We’re also confident that OptiFill will enable you to
focus more on meeting the ever increasing demand for improved patient care and less on where
your next processing error will occur.
BENEFITS IN THREE KEY FUNCTIONAL AREAS:

General Design

Our OptiFill solution is highly
configurable, scalable and not
restricted by a single technology
or device. This enables us to better
optimize system designs for each
customer’s unique needs and ROI
requirements.

Proprietary Software

Dispensing Technologies

PPS is the “brain” that drives all
OptiFill systems and it has proven to
be extremely reliable in virtually every
segment of the pharmacy market. In
line with the broader solution, PPS is
a flexible platform which can drive
operations from 500 to more than
50,000 prescriptions per shift. It’s
also highly configurable and can be
integrated easily with multiple enabling
technologies, whether they are
ARxIUM-provided or not.

OptiFill systems are designed to
be modular, enhancing flexibility
and system scalability for more
efficient operations. This allows us
to more easily upgrade equipment
when necessary and seamlessly
incorporate new technologies
for better long-term return on
investment.
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